), but in three animals it preceded ( Figure  1B ) the period of ME. Two of the animals that received Canada 2 hr of binocular exposure did so while wearing a helmet that contained prisms (5 prism dioptres) that were worn base-down for one eye and base-up for the other, so Summary that the animal received nonconcordant binocular input. 
for which the 2 hr period of binocular experience occurred at the end of the day. Although the periods of sleep of the animals were not directly measured, the results were no different in the animals that received their daily binocular exposure before the period of ME. Importantly, one of the three animals that received 2 hr of BE and which developed normal visual acuity in its deprived eye (C890) received its period of BE first. These findings suggest strongly that it is the amount and not on connections at higher levels in the visual pathway The remarkable outcome of this study was the disprothat prevent transmission of signals from retinal ganportionate weighting of binocular visual input so that glion cells to neurons that control visual behavior. How-2 hr of such exposure was able to offset completely 5 hr ever, the functional restoration produced by daily periof monocular deprivation each day for 28 days despite ods of normal visual input during deprivation provides the fact that a single 4-6 hr period of MD is known to a strategy by which transmission of these signals can produce a large change in cortical ocular dominance be made to neurons at higher levels. As the only mea-[10, 11]. Because it has been proposed [10] that the surements made here were of visual acuity, it is possible effects of MD may be enhanced by sleep, it could be that the results may not generalize to neurons that receive projections from regions of the retina outside of argued that the effects of MD may be reduced in animals Prior to the selected rearing, the animals were either reared with their mother and littermates in a well-illuminated colony room on a 16:8 light-dark cycle (normal) or else in a darkroom (DR). The mean hours and standard deviation (SD) of daily monocular experience (ME) and of binocular concordant (BE) or discordant (BEP) experience are listed together with the order in which they were imposed. Listed in the last two columns are the grating acuities of, respectively, the deprived and nondeprived eye of each animal. The latter acuity was obtained on the last day of selected rearing, while the acuity of the deprived eye was measured the day following termination of the selected rearing.
the area centralis. However, the importance of central synaptic connections may be stabilized more effectively and faster with correlated binocular stimulation than vision cannot be underestimated, as its integrity is required for detailed scrutiny of objects and the many with monocular exposure. A fortunate consequence of the length of monocular deprivation necessary to exert changes in fixation that are required in order to accomplish this task.
an effect on vision is that episodes of monocular eyelid closure, as might happen with conjunctival infection or The extended time necessary for monocular deprivation to have an impact on visual acuity implies that corcorneal abrasion or scratches, would not have permanent consequences unless they were prolonged and/ related binocular stimulation can protect against or reverse the deleterious effects of daily periods of monocular or unaccompanied by periods of correlated binocular experience. Finally, although the two periods of visual deprivation. During the daily period of binocular exposure, the correlated input through the nondeprived eye exposure employed in this study were referred to as binocular and monocular, they could equally well be may stabilize cortical synaptic connections with the deprived eye. Moreover, monocular deprivation (especially viewed as, respectively, periods of normal and abnormal exposure. From the latter perspective, the results of this if long and continuous) may induce additional and/or different cellular events with slower kinetics than those study may have broader implications for development in that it is possible that a preferential weighting for the that follow binocular stimulation [18] . As a result, cortical early experience was equally efficacious with respect to its influence on development.
